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Abstract: The quality of any object oriented design is critical because it has a great influence on overall quality of
finally delivered software product. Testability quantification early in the software development process is a criterion of
crucial important to software development team. Testability has always been an indefinable concept its correct
measurement, quantification or evaluation is a difficult task because of its potential factors. Testability analysis of
object oriented software at an initial stage of software development process has been identified as a key factor for high
quality product. A best suited object oriented design (OOD) properties and its associated metrics are helpful if applied
in the early stage of development process .This paper describes an improved testability quantification framework using
the identified set of potential factors, OOD properties and OOD metrics for software products at early phase,
exclusively at design time. The proposed framework relates OOD properties to high level quality attributes/constructs
using appropriate information to develop quality product and it may used to benchmark software products according to
their key attribute. The objective of this research work to encourage researchers and developers to provide a framework
to access and quantify software testability at early stage of development life cycle.
Keywords: Testability, Object Oriented Design, Testability Framework, Object Oriented Software, Software Quality
Model, Software Testing, Effort Estimation
I.
INTRODUCTION
This Software development processes mainly focus on
reducing errors, finding and correcting software faults that
does occur, and support to deliver high quality software
within specified time and specified resources. However,
the description of different characteristics that contribute
to the concept of „quality‟ is not enough on its own in
order to assure quality in practice. Software quality in still
vague terminology that means different things to different
people, the way we measure quality depends on the
viewpoint we take [1, 2]. It is well understood that
delivering quality software is no longer an advantage but
is a necessary factor. Unfortunately, most of the industries
not only fail to deliver a quality product to their users, but
also do not recognize the significant quality factors [3, 4,
and 5]. Software testing is an important discipline of
software engineering, that maintain the process of
checking software to ensure that it behaves as per the
specified requirements and conditions i.e. fixed time and
bounded budget. Current software practice places a strong
emphasis on module testing, to the extent that the amount
of test components produced on a project can exceed the
amount of actual application program required.
Developing programs and components with good
testability always reduced test operation this shows the
importance of testability as a feature of software [6, 7, and
8]. Testability is a quality factor; its measurement or
evaluation can be used to predict the amount of effort
required for testing and help allocating required resources.
There is no clear definition to „what aspects of software
are actually related to testability‟ [9, 10].Thus, testability
is one of the important quality factors in development
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process where in software engineer can identified
completeness, correctness and quality of a certain piece of
software in significant amount of time and software
development effort.
However, testability has always been an elusive concept
and its correct measurement or quantification is a tough
exercise. From the literature survey it has been observed
that, most of the studies measure testability or precisely
the attributes that have impact on testability at the source
code stage. It has been also inferred from the literature on
testability factors that there is an acute need of proposing a
commonly accepted set of the factors affecting software
testability [2]. Estimating testability at a later stage leads
to the late arrival of desired information, leading to late
decisions about changes in design [11,12]. This simply
increases cost and rework. Therefore, early evaluation of
testability in the development process may enhance quality
and reduce testing efforts and costs. . Despite the fact that
software testability has always been challenging task and
its quantification is a complex exercise, hence an
appropriate framework is required to perform testing
activities properly and effectively. Software testability
always supports the testing process and facilitates the
creation of better quality software within given time and
budget [13, 14, and 15].
II.
TESTABILITY: A Q UALITY PERSPECTIVE
A most common definition of Software Testability is ease
of facilitating testing process. Testability is an external
software quality attribute that evaluates the complexity
and the effort required for software testing. Software
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testability is a key aspect to allow the detection of difficult
to uncover defects in software. Defined testability as „the
effort with which faults will manifest themselves as failure
when the software undergoes the testing processes.
According to this definition, a typical software with high
testability exposes its faults easily .Binder in 1994 defined
software testability as the relative ease and expanses of
revealing software faults [1].Bach in 1999 defined
testability is anything that makes software easier to test by
making it easier to design and execute tests [16].
The IEEE glossary of software engineering defines
testability as the degree to which a system or component
facilitates the establishment of test criteria and
performance of tests to determine whether those criteria
have been met[6].Testability is a non-functional
requirement important to the testing team members and
the users who are involved in user acceptance testing.
Non functional requirements are mostly quality
requirements and may make the customer satisfied and
happy. Hence testability is a distinct quality characteristic
of software that makes it easier to test and one of the
important concepts in software creation at initial stage of
software development process exclusively at design time
of software program and components. Testability has been
identified as a distinct characteristic of software quality.
Building programs and components with high level
testability always simplifies test process, reduces total test
cost and hence increases software quality [3, 5].
Researchers proposed different characteristics of software
quality ; many of them consider testability as an important
part of their quality characteristics [19,20,21,22] .In ISO
1926 quality model (ISO 1991);testability holds a
prominent place as part of the reusability characteristic of
software quality[4].
It is obvious from forgoing discussion that testability has
always been an elusive concept and its correct
measurement or evaluation is a difficult exercise because
various potential factors have affect on software testability
measurement. Testability is one of the most important
quality indicators [2]. Most of the studies measure
testability or more precisely the attributes that have impact
on testability but at the source code level. However,
testability estimation at the source code level is a good
indicator of effort estimation; it leads to the late arrival of
information in the development process. Evaluating
testability at later phase of development process after
coding has been started may be very expensive and errorprone. But if testability is evaluated earlier in the
development process, before coding starts, it may greatly
reduce the overall cost, time and rework. As a result it can
accelerate the software development life cycle.
III.

TESTABILITY QUANTIFICATION IN
DESIGN PHASE
Software strives to build high quality products in a cost
effective manner. Object orientation designing and
development is becoming very preferred paradigm in
industrial software development environments for largestage may have highly beneficial impact on the testing
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cost, its efficiency and effectiveness. Testability has been
described as the ability to perform cost effective testing
„and hence it is becoming increasingly important to a
project‟s success. Several experts pointed out the
importance of testability and design for testability
.especially in the context of large systems. Testability
estimation early in design phase is highly emphasized in
the study; hence, considered important for the delivery of
quality software. Our goal is to provide a comprehensive
framework to help measuring and quantifying testability in
an empirical approach with a focus on the analysis and
design stages of object-oriented development. Our main
motivation is that it is during the analysis and design
stages that testability analysis can yield the highest payoff:
design decisions can be made to improve testability before
implementation starts. When the design meets the
testability requirements at early stage in creation process,
it can be implemented and the quality criteria added for
testability improvement of the design must be verified
before testing.
Any technique that improves a software design at an early
stage can have high impact on the final testing cost and its
efficiency. Although software testability is most relevant
during testing, but paying attention to testability early in
the development process can potentially enhanced testing
and significantly improves testing phase effectiveness.
There is a common agreement among industry
professionals and academicians to integrate testability with
the development life cycle in order to deliver secure,
effective, safe and reliable software within given time and
budget.
IV.

TESTABILITY Q UANTIFICATION FRAMEWORK

A comprehensive survey and analysis of relevant literature
reveals feasibility of developing a testability quantification
framework at design phase. Taking into access the need
and significance of estimating testability in design time, a
prescriptive „testability quantification framework‟ is
hereby proposed, as depicted in figure 1 .The essential and
desirable features have been identified and a commonly
accepted set of testability factors have also proposed that
can directly or indirectly affect testability and make it easy
to calculate testability index values for project ranking.
The proposed framework consists eight phases including a
common phase of „Design Review‟ and an input phase
namely „Generalize Object Oriented Design (HLD/LLD)‟a
brief description of the framework is given as follows.
A. Determine Testability factor
Software testability is an external software quality
characteristic that evaluates /estimate the effort required
for testing. In order to quantify testability, its direct quality
criteria are to be identified. In this phase the minimal set
of testability factors to be identified and best suited level
quality criteria also be investigated keeping in view their
importance on the overall testability index, and introduced
the testability measures for software components by
defining effectiveness and reusability notions. Thus
testability measures are only applied to functional
specification by examining input and output domain.
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Figure 1: Testability Quantification Framework:A New Perspective
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B.

Object Oriented Properties Finalization

Object oriented programming offers support to deliver
software product with higher quality and lower testing
cost. Major Object oriented programming advantage is its
support for software reusability criteria design
effectiveness. Which may be achieved through Object
Oriented Programming properties such as inheritance,
encapsulation, Polymorphism, Abstraction, Coupling,
Cohesion etc.

H.
Design review
On the basis of product ranking and class testability index
results obtained from above given phase in framework, the
given design is to be reviewed to get better level of
testability index values. Design criteria are to be critically
examined and may be adjusted accordingly in order to get
appropriate testability index value.
V.

CONCLUSION

Testability has always been a complex concept and its
accurate quantification is a complicated task. The
developed framework for the quantification of testability
Object oriented programming metrics are popular in object oriented design during software development life
calculation tool. Metrics determination is an important cycle has the following significance in academic/industry.
phase in testability estimation process [17, 18]. A suit of
testability metrics is to be proposed for testability index
 It may help to find out OOD properties effect
quantification process with covering all the project‟s
over the software testability quantification
design attributes.
process.
 It may assist developer to develop high quality
D.
Correlation Establishment
testable software within specified condition.
 It may facilitate to providing software that satisfy
This is a statistical relation among two or more variable
required specification of individual.
for measure degree of correlation between variables. In
 It may used by researchers to quantify testability
order to establish a correlation between design constructs
early in development process for high quality
and testability a regression line will be established to
software products.
quantify testability factors with design properties. A range The developed framework comprises eight steps namely
of 0 to ±1 was selected for the computed values of the Determine Testability factor, Object Oriented Properties
testability factor. This is an important process in proposed Understanding, OOD Metrics Determination, Correlation
framework.
Establishment,
Model
Development,
Testability
Evaluation, Testability Validation, along with additional
E.
Model Development
common steps of design review. In the phase of „design
review‟, the OOD constructs are to be critically examined
A standard quality model has been considered as a basis to so that parameters can be adjusted accordingly to achieve
develop „metrics based quantification model for object
the index value.
oriented design‟ to quantify testability index values.
Where the identified quality criteria are to be correlated
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